Abstract-In order to communicate with a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) flexibly and freely, a data communication model based on the PLC's free port is designed. In the structure of the model, a distributed data communication environment is constructed by using Ethernet and serial adapters. In the communication algorithm, a method of queuebuffer for multi-threaded is used to improve the real-time of the control. This communication model has good scalability and portability because the realization of it is not restricted by the number of PLC slave stations and the type of operating system of the host computer. A corresponding communication algorithm is applied to data collection and devices monitoring for a pipe pneumatic conveying system. The practice shows that not only the stability and reliability of the model can meet the needs of automatic control but also the communication performance and efficiency of the model is outstanding.
II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
In the design of control system for a variety of powder dense phase pneumatic conveying engineering, a lot of devices need to be monitored, such as exhausting valve, feeding valve, pre-closing valve, outlet valve, upper intake valve, down intake valve, pneumatic hammer of pump and pulse dust collector, pneumatic hammer, fan of hopper. It's easy to use PLCs as control sources to debug and maintain solenoid valves and indicator lights by electric relays. The control system needs to detect and monitor the working status of pump pressure transmitters, material high level switch, pneumatic valve position switch, air pressure gauge and thermal resistance, etc. Many brands of PLC can control these devices, and they also provide the free port for communication, although different PLCs vary in communication protocol, but many PLC provides a free port of communication. The number of devices which PLC can control is limited and PLCs should be added as monitoring stations when the device exceeds a certain number. At the same time, the number of serial interfaces of host computer is limited too and communication will be restricted by the number of interfaces when PLCs' number beyond it. In order to monitor the devices with good scalability, we designed a communication system whose structure is shown in Figure 1. Fig. 1 . system structure A distributed data communication structure is used in Figure 1 . Each PLC detects and controls a set of devices and the data collected by it is transferred to the Ethernet and serial adapters through serial port. The adapter converts the data into TCP datagram and delivers them to Ethernet. The communication between these nodes is TCP connectionoriented reliable data transmission. Although this architecture provides the system with a distributed processing environment, communication model and algorithm will largely affect the real-time of data acquisition. Therefore, the design of communications algorithm is also important.
III. COMMUNICATION MODEL DESIGN

A. Design Principles
For the industrial automatic control system, the real-time is very important. In the control system shown in Figure 1 , the host computer sends instructions to PLCs via Ethernet and serial adapters, and PLCs control devices of system. If data collection is performed, PLCs transfer the data to host computer via the Ethernet and serial adapter. When the number of PLC and devices is large, it is difficult to guarantee real-time if polling communication is still used. Taking data collection as an example, the obstruction of any communication channel will interfere with sampling period and affect real-time. Although the real-time of data acquisition can be improved by using multiple threads concurrently, the scalability of system is unable to be ensured, if there is no reasonable synchronization scheduling mechanism. Queue-buffer communication model describes a way to achieve host computer communicating with PLCs in multi-threaded by synchronization and mutual exclusion of critical resources, and improve the real-time of system, the reliability of data acquisition and archiving as far as possible.
According to the Bernstein condition for concurrent execution [6] , the following formula must be satisfied for process P1 and p2 can execute concurrently and has a reproducible operating environment.
Where R represents a set of resource which some process will read, and W represents a set of resource which some process will write. The following conclusion can be drawn. We assume that T is a set of threads for communication in the host computer, if the following formula is established, the communication threads can execute concurrently.
In order to improve the concurrent performance of system, we used two kinds of independent thread (ie, communication thread and archive thread) to achieve the communication with PLCs and archive of collected data. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the critical region and competition of threads for critical resources, we used private queues and public queue for data buffer and buffering threads to schedule the data. Queue-Buffer communication model is shown in Figure 
B. Feasibility Analysis
In the communication model shown in Figure 2 , each communication thread is assigned with a buffer queue for storing the data collected from the PLC. Because each thread has a buffer queue and the queue is not shared, so we call the queue a "private queue". In the private queue is not the full case, communication threads will not be blocked for delay of data saving. Concurrent operation can be guaranteed. Communication thread writes data to the private queue, and buffering thread reads data from the private queue. What they affect is the movement of the rd pointer and wt pointer, so synchronization will occur only when the private queue is empty or full. When the private queue is empty, the buffering thread will be blocked, but the communication thread will not be affected, and real-time can still be guaranteed. Only when the private queue is full, the communication will be blocked, and what causes this phenomenon is that the data archive is not fast enough. In addition to archiving the cycle too quickly, what impacts the speed of archive are the following two reasons. (1) The buffer size of private queue is too small, and the buffer overflows before the thread which is responsible for data archiving gets the time slice. (2) The concurrent processing capacity of database is not enough and a large number of connections is occupied, or archiving thread switches between connecting and disconnecting too frequently that degrades the performance. In the first case, we can resolve the problem by increasing the buffer size appropriately. But for the second case, the database concurrency is determined by the www.ijacsa.thesai.org database performance, and therefore the number of connections can not be increased arbitrarily. To solve this problem, another queue buffer, namely the public queue, is added between the archiving thread and the buffering thread. The number of database connections is controlled by the archiving threads which maintain database connection stably to reduce the switch of connection state.
In the above communication model, the data of private queue is not archived in the database directly, but is stored into a public queue by buffering threads. So that not only data can be copied from private queues to public queue quickly that reduce the possibility of private queue to overflow, and the number of threads can be isolated and the database communication correlation between the degree of concurrency, but also the correlation between communication threads number and concurrency of database is isolated. Thus the competition for the database connection will be changed into the competition of buffering threads for rear pointer of public queue buffer, and the number of threads which access front pointer of public queue buffer can be determined according to the performance of the database. This scheme effectively improves the universality of database for archiving, and when a lot of concurrent operations are required, so a distributed database can be easily used.
C. Algorithm Description
An important step forward in this area of concurrent programming occurred when Edsger Dijkstra introduced the concept of the semaphore. A semaphore is a special variable that takes only whole positive numbers and upon which programs can only act atomically [7] . The following algorithm is described by primitive P and V. Because concurrency and synchronization between threads is happening in the queue for private queues and public queue, algorithm based on the type of queue buffer will be described separately. Read operation and write operation of private queues is described below: In the algorithm above, sem_t is a data type of semaphore in linux and struct data_item is a custom data type for the data item stored in queue buffer. On the other hand, In the read_pvt_queue() function which is to read data from private queue, the data is copied to a temporary storage, variable dat, in order to prevent the data from being overwritten by communication thread before it is saved into public queue buffer. Since each communication thread and buffering thread require the data members and functions above, the readability of the program can be improved by encapsulating them into a class.
Read operation and write operation of public queues is described below: In the algorithm above, pthread_mutex_t is a data type of mutex in linux, and mtx_front and mtx_rear are used to achieve mutex operation for the front and rear pointer of public queue buffer. The data members and functions can be encapsulated into a class, while just one object of this class is need.
In linux, the P and V operations for semaphore can be achieve by sem_wait and sem_post function, while for mutex pthread_mutex_lock and pthread_mutex_unlock functions should be used [8] . The executing function can be specified when a thread is created by pthread_create function. Taking buffering thread as an example, read_pvt_queue and write_pub_queue functions should be called cyclically.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
To transport bulk powder and granular materials by pneumatic conveying pipeline is a two-phase flow technology, and there is not yet fully quantified theory to define it precisely at home and abroad, but semi-qualitative and semi-quantitative method is used. So to learn from past experiences and history data to guide pneumatic conveying becomes quite important. Meanwhile, the requirement of industry users for the pneumatic conveying varies, some materials should be kept hygiene and not broken during transportation, some should be reduced wear as far as possible, and some should be transported by inert gas and kept from explosion and static. Therefore, it is a key for using suitable pneumatic conveying technology and equipment and the method to control and operate depending on the process characteristics.
Queue-buffer communication model has been applied to pipe pneumatic conveying data collection and equipment monitoring. In the pneumatic conveying graph shown in Figure  3 , program gets equipment operating status and records realtime valve of pressure and temperature, etc, and stores these data in database which will provide favorable conditions for the subsequent analysis and mining. The model is independent of operating system platform and has good portability. The application in Pneumatic conveying shows that the model is feasible and effective. The idea of it also provides a reference for data communication in internet of things.
